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On November 24, 2003, the Commission received a letter from Margaret Welchert, 

President of Keniana Homeowners Association, Inc. (� Keniana� ), which, among other 

things, contained a motion for intervention in this case.

The Commission will consider the letter as a motion by Keniana for full intervention, 

pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 3(8).  Any materials contained in the motion for 

intervention will be considered only as grounds in support of the motion for intervention, not 

as evidence filed in this case.  A party wishing to submit any documents or statements as 

evidence must comply with Commission regulations in that the documents or statements 

must be submitted as sworn testimony or in response to an information request. 

The Attorney General of Kentucky (� AG� ), by and through his Office of Rate 

Intervention, has been granted full intervention in this matter by Order dated December 5, 

2003.

Keniana is a corporate entity and, under Kentucky law, a corporate entity must be 

represented by an attorney licensed to practice in Kentucky in order to appear and 
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participate in proceedings before the Commission.  Since no attorney signed the motion on 

behalf of Keniana, the motion for intervention cannot be considered.   

The Commission further finds that the AG has been granted full intervention in this 

case, and he is charged by statute to represent the interests of all consumers.

The Commission, being otherwise sufficiently advised, HEREBY ORDERS that the 

motion of Keniana to intervene is denied without prejudice.

Done at Frankfort, Kentucky, this 10th day of December, 2003.

By the Commission


